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We calculate correlation functions of two local operators within the nucleon carrying momentum.
We resolve their dependence on the spatial distance of the currents. This is carried out for all
Wick contractions, taking into account several operator insertion types. The resulting four-point
functions can be related to parton distribution functions as well as to Mellin moments of double
parton distributions. For the latter, we analyze their quark spin and flavor dependency. In this
first study, we employ an NF = 2+ 1 CLS ensemble on a 96× 323 lattice with lattice spacing
a= 0.0856 fm and the pseudoscalar masses mpi = 355 MeV and mK = 441 MeV.
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1. Introduction
Studying matrix elements of two currents provides the possibility to access parton correlations
in a hadron and therefore yields new information about the structure of bound QCD states. These
correlations are an important piece of information, e.g. in the context of double parton scattering
(DPS) involving double parton distributions (DPDs). Since these effects are significant at energy
scales reached at the LHC, the study of two-current matrix elements plays an important role for the
determination of the standard model background in the search for new physics. Furthermore, in the
short-distance limit, they can be used to directly calculate parton distribution functions (PDFs), see
e.g. [1].
Two-current matrix elements can be obtained from lattice simulations by calculating four point
functions, where the currents are represented by two spatially separated quark bilinears. The cor-
responding calculations for the pion have been already performed in the past [2].
In this work we present the current state of our analysis regarding the nucleon (proton). In section
2 we start with expressing two-current correlations in terms of Euclidean four-point correlators,
before we describe the methods for their evaluation in section 3. We will provide an overview over
all possible Wick contractions and their contributions to physical matrix elements. We continue in
section 4 with relating Mellin moments of DPDs to Lorentz invariant functions, which we can ex-
tract from two-current correlations. We will present some first numerical results before concluding
in section 5.
2. Two-current matrix elements on the lattice
Basically, we are interested in matrix elements of a nucleon at momentum p of the following
type:
Mi j(p,y) := 〈p|O j(y) Oi(0) |p〉 . (2.1)
The two operator insertions separated by a vector y are considered to be local quark bilinears q¯Γiq
of definite flavor q. For Γi we take the following Dirac structures: S = 1 (scalar), P = iγ5 (pseu-
doscalar), V µ = γµ (vector), Aµ = γµγ5 (axial vector) and T µν = σµν (tensor). At the moment we
do not consider the hadron’s polarization and always take the spin average of the matrix elements.
We are able to evaluate the matrix elements (2.1) on an Euclidean lattice under the condition that
there is no separation in time direction, y0 = 0. An explicit formula is given by:
Mi j(p,y)|y0=0 = 2V3
√
m2+~p2
C4pt(~y, t,τ)
C2pt(t)
∣∣∣∣
0τt
, (2.2)
where the four point function C4pt and the two point function C2pt are defined as:
C4pt(~y, t,τ) = 〈P p(t) O j(~y,τ) Oi(~0,τ)P p(0)〉 , C2pt(t) = 〈P p(t)P p(0)〉 . (2.3)
It is understood that the nucleon interpolatorsP
p
,P p, projecting onto momentum p and positive
parity, also overlap with excited states, which are aimed to be suppressed by the limit given in
(2.2). For the evaluation ofC4pt we have to consider five types of Wick contractions. Following the
1
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id β a[fm] L3×T κl/s mpi/K [MeV] mpiL conf.
H102 3.4 0.0856 323×96 0.136865 355 4.9 2037
0.136549339 441
Table 1: Details of the CLS ensemble used for our simulation. At the moment, the simulation only includes
960 of the configurations.
nomenclature of [2] we call the contractions of a certain topology C1, C2, S1, S2 and D, see Figure
1. Depending on the explicit quark flavor a definite set of contractions contributes to each matrix
element. Taking into account only light quark operator insertions, we can formulate the following
decompositions for proton-proton matrix elements:
〈p|Oddj (~y) Ouui (~0) |p〉=Ci j,uudd1 (~y)+Si j,u1 (~y)+S ji,d1 (−~y)+Di j(~y) ,
〈p|Ouuj (~y) Ouui (~0) |p〉=Ci j,uuuu1 (~y)+Ci j,u2 (~y)+C ji,u2 (−~y)+Si j,u1 (~y)+S ji,u1 (−~y)
+Si j2 (~y)+D
i j(~y) ,
〈p|Oddj (~y) Oddi (~0) |p〉=Ci j,d2 (~y)+C ji,d2 (−~y)+Si j,d1 (~y)+S ji,d1 (−~y)+Si j2 (~y)+Di j(~y) ,
〈p|Oduj (~y) Oudi (~0) |p〉=Ci j,uddu1 (~y)+Ci j,u2 (~y)+C ji,d2 (−~y)+Si j2 (~y) .
(2.4)
In this work we will focus on the three matrix elements, which contain only flavor conserving
operators.
Cij,q1q2q3q41 =
Γq1q2i
Γq3q4j
Cij,q2 =
Γqq
′
i
Γq
′q
j
Sij,q1 =
Γqqi
Γj
Sij2 = Γi
Γj
Dij =
Γi
Γj
Figure 1: Depiction of the five types of Wick contractions (graphs), which contribute to a nucleon two-
current matrix element. The explicit Wick contraction depends, in some cases, on the quark flavor of the
operator insertions (red points)
3. Simulation details and results
We perform our simulation on a CLS ensemble employing n f = 2+1 O(a)-improved Wilson
fermions [3], where we use 960 configurations. The details of the ensemble are listed in Table 1. To
increase the overlap of the interpolators with the nucleon ground state at specific momentum, we
employ the Wuppertal smearing technique on boosted sources, also known as momentum smearing
2
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C1 C2 S1(loop) D (2 loops)
Nstoch 2 96 120 60
Table 2: Number of stochastic noise vectors used for the inversion of the stochastic propagators for each
graph.
[4], where we use APE-smeared gauge links [5].
We start our analysis by measuring the graphs C1, C2, S1 and D. The disconnected contribution S2
will be treated in the near future. All graphs are evaluated on a nucleon source located at a ran-
dom spatial position. Since the used ensemble has open boundary conditions in the time direction,
we choose the source time slice to be at tsrc = T/2 = 48a. For C1, C2, S1 we have at least one
propagator connecting the nucleon sink with an insertion operator. This propagator we get from an
inversion on a sequential source [6]. In the case ofC1 this sequential source contains also the source
of a stochastic propagator, which is needed to connect the sink with the second insertion. The ad-
ditional propagator connecting the two insertions in C2 is obtained by inversion on a stochastic
source. Furthermore it is improved by removing n= |y1|+ |y2|+ |y3| hopping terms, which do not
contribute, but, nevertheless, may create noise [7]. The same is done for the stochastic propagators
of the loops in S1 and D, where the number of hopping terms, which can be neglected, depends on
the specific insertion type. An overview of the number of stochastic noise vectors we used for each
propagator can be found in Table 2.
The structure of C1 allows calculations for many insertion time slices simultaneously, while we
have to fix the insertion time for all other graphs. Otherwise, we would have to repeat the calcu-
lation for each insertion time. Keeping the source-sink-separation fixed at t = tsnk− tsrc = 12a for
zero momentum and t = 10a otherwise, we use as insertion time τ = tins− tsrc = t/2 for the graphs
C2, S1 and D. ForC1 we perform a fit over the insertion time, where we take into account the range
3a≤ τ ≤ t−3a. As nucleon momenta we choose ~p=~k ·2pi/L, with~k∈{(0,0,0),(1,1,1),(2,2,2)}.
We renormalize our results and convert them to the MS-scheme, see e.g. [8].
Basically we take into account the insertion combinations SS, PP, V µV ν , AµAν , V µT νρ and
T µνT ρσ . As a first look into the results we focus on the matrix elements for V 4V 4 and A4A4,
which are rotationally invariant. The data as functions of the spatial operator insertion distance |~y|
for the graphs C1, C2 and S1 are shown in Figure 2. We do not show the result for the D contrac-
tion, since it does not yield a clear signal. For the vector channel we observe a clear signal for both
connected contractions, where their contributions differ w.r.t. the quark flavor. Comparing C1 and
C2, we can state thatC2 is mainly relevant for small distances, while it decreases very fast for large
distance. The signal of S1 is comparable with zero. The axial vector channel is dominated by the
ud contribution of the C1 contraction.
4. Twist-2 operator analysis and DPDs
In the following we explain the analysis regarding twist-2 operators. In the context of the par-
ton model, the corresponding matrix elements are related to the probability of finding two quarks
of a certain polarization. Explicitly, we consider operators of the type q¯Γq, where Γ is γ+ (unpolar-
3
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Figure 2: Results for two-current matrix elements for operator insertions V 4V 4 (a) and A4A4 (b) in depen-
dence of the operator distance |~y|. The data are shown for the graphs C1, C2 and S1 for a specific flavor
combination. q can be both, an up or a down quark.
ized quarks), γ+γ5 (longitudinally polarized) or σ+ j (transversely polarized). We use the property
that our matrix elements are Lorentz tensors, which depend only on p and y, to project them onto
a couple of Lorentz invariant functions. This additionally increases the statistics. For leading twist
matrix elements we see that only one invariant function A(p · y,y2) contributes for VV , AA and
VT , whereas in the case of two tensor currents there is also the quadrupole function B(p · y,y2)
contributing:
M++VV/AA(p,y) = 2(p
+)2AVV/AA(p · y,y2) , M+ j+VT (p,y) = 2(p+)2m y jAVT (p · y,y2) ,
M j+l+TT (p,y) = 2(p
+)2
[
δ jlATT (p · y,y2)−m2
(
δ jly2+2y jyl
)
BTT (p · y,y2)
]
.
(4.1)
The fact that we simulate on an Euclidean lattice restricts the accessibility of A(p · y,y2) and
B(p · y,y2) to the region, where −y2 =~y2 ≥ 0 and (p · y)2 = (~p ·~y)2 ≤ ~p2~y2.
After integrating over y−, these functions can be related to the first Mellin moment in each mo-
mentum fraction I(~y2⊥) of DPDs f (xi,~y
2
⊥), see section 4 of [9]
1. For ~p⊥ =~0 we can integrate over
p · y:
Ii j(~y2⊥) =
∫
d(p · y) Ai j(p · y,y2) , ItTT (~y2⊥) =
∫
d(p · y) BTT (p · y,y2) . (4.2)
This extraction is left for future work. In the following we will only present results for the relevant
invariant functions. As described in the last section our calculation was carried out for several
momenta. Some of the results for p · y = 0 are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5. In Figure 3 we compare
the data for different momenta, first for graph C1 and quark flavor ud (a), second for graphC2 with
flavor uu (b). Here we observe good consistency with Lorentz invariance. Since the data for ~p 6=~0
are mainly relevant for the actual extraction of DPDs, which is not discussed in this work, we will
concentrate on zero momentum in the following. Figure 4 shows the dependency on the quark
flavor for the VV (a) and VT (b) case. Here we already take physical sums of graphs according
to (2.4), but neglect disconnected contributions, such as S1 or D. In both cases one finds that the
1Comparing to our notation regarding the quark polarization, there is the correspondence q↔V , ∆q↔ A, δq↔ T
4
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uu and ud signals dominate for larger distances. For small ~y the signal of uu and dd is strongly
increasing.
Let us now take a closer look at the channel dependency of our data, i.e. the effects of quark
polarization. The corresponding data are plotted in Figure 5 for quark flavor uu and ud. The
contribution of unpolarized quarks is dominant in both cases. For the flavor combination ud one
can observe a non-negligible signal for all other polarization types, whereas in the uu case these
effects appear to be suppressed.
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Figure 3: Comparison between different momenta for the invariant function A(p · y = 0,y2). The data are
shown for the graph C1 and quark flavor ud (a) and the graph C2 with flavor uu (b). In both cases the data
appear to be consistent with Lorentz invariance.
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Figure 4: Physical combination of graphs for A(p · y= 0,y2), where the signal of different flavor combina-
tions is compared for the channels VV (a) and VT (b). Disconnected contributions are neglected.
5. Conclusion
We considered two-current matrix elements for the proton on the lattice, where we evaluated
four out of five contributing Wick contractions, resolving the dependency on the quark distance.
This has been done for several flavor combinations and insertion types. For all but the D graph,
which is very noisy, the statistical precision of the data is very promising. Furthermore, we ex-
tracted Lorentz invariant functions, which are related to Mellin moments of DPDs, where we com-
pared several flavor combinations as well as operator insertion types corresponding to a certain
5
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Figure 5: Comparison between different insertion types corresponding to a certain quark polarization for
flavor ud (a) and flavor uu (b). Disconnected contributions are neglected.
quark polarization. For the latter we found dominance of unpolarized quarks, but non-negligible
polarization effects for the flavor combination ud.
It remains to evaluate one missing Wick contraction (S2). Furthermore, we aim to analyze the data
for non-zero p · y and finally obtain results for DPD Mellin moments. It is also planned to repeat
the analysis on larger lattices closer to the physical point.
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